Abstract. The vibration control of cylindrical shell with dynamic vibration absorber (DVA) periodically and non-periodically attached is investigated. The coupled equations of cylindrical shell-DVA are established at first, and then the method to solve the equations is deduced. Parameters and coordinates of DVA are optimized to get the minimum mean square velocity (MSV) of cylindrical shell. Research results show that: (1) for DVA attached to cylindrical shell periodically, the number of DVA should be moderate, cannot be more or less; (2) the vibration reduction with DVA non-periodical arrangement attached to shell is better than that of periodical arrangement Keywords: cylindrical shell, dynamic vibration absorber (DVA), mean square velocity (MSV), optimization algorithm, vibration reduction.
Introduction
DVA is applied to control the structure vibration and noise usually. In order to improve the control effect, parameters of DVA are optimized. The optimization of DVA in single degree-of-freedom (SDOF) and multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) system is classical optimization problems and has been already solved for a long time. For the continuous systems, the optimization of DVA published is focused on beam and plate, rarely about shell.
For a continuous structure such as a beam with DVA attached, vibration may be eliminated at the attachment point, while at other parts the vibration may be amplified. So, the vibration of whole structure may be more suitable to evaluate the vibration control effect of DVA. Lu [1] optimized the position and parameters of DVA to minimize the vibration of a simply supported beam. Nagaya [2] presented a method using neural network procedure to decrease vibration and noise from a plate. Wan [3] applied the admittance theory to control the vibration of a simply supported plate with DVA attached. Cheung [4] presented an optimization method to suppress vibration in plate, and got some interesting results. Fuller [5, 6] presented a technique to minimize the radiation sound of cylindrical shell. Achenbach [7] used the Lagrange equations and Donnell-Mushtari shell theory to suppress the vibration of cylindrical shell with DVA attached. It is showed that the control effect of DVA to radiation sound is good.
In the present paper, DVAs are applied to suppress vibration of cylindrical. DVAs are arranged in two categories: periodical and non-periodical arrangement. The PatternSearch optimization algorithm is used to minimize the MSV of shell. The results show that: (1) the number of DVA should be moderate, cannot be more or less for periodic DVAs arrangement; (2) the effect of vibration control with DVA non-periodical arrangement is better than the DVA with periodical arrangement.
Theory

Vibration of cylindrical shell
Cylindrical shell with DVAs attached is showed in Fig. 1 , the radius of shell is , length is . The axial, circumferential and radial coordinate are denoted by , and , respectively. , and are the displacements in the , and directions. The vibration of cylindrical shell is described by Flügge equations. If the force is only excited in the radial direction, radial displacement of shell can be expressed according to the displacement impedance as:
where, is radial displacement amplitude, is displacement impedance, is external force, is force exerted by DVA. The radial displacement in time domain is expressed as:
Force exerted to shell by DVA
The sketch of DVA-shell is plotted in Fig. 2 , the coupled equation is given by:
where, , and is mass, damping coefficient and spring stiffness. is displacement of attachment point, is displacement of mass. The force of DVA is:
where, = . The orthogonality of trigonometric function is applied to Eq. (4), the force exerted to shell by the number DVA is:
where, = , is attachment point of the number DVA and shell:
The external force
Using the orthogonality of trigonometric function, the external force of the number is:
where, = sin + sin .
Solution and optimization
Vibration solution
Substituting Eq. (5), (6) into Eq. (1), after rearranged, the expression can be written as:
Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (2), the displacement of shell is expressed as:
Set the ( , ) to ( , ) (attachment point of DVA and shell) each time, and solve the linear equations, the displacement is gotten. Then substituting into Eq. (7), the is solved. The MSV is used to describe the vibration of the whole shell:
Optimization method
The expression of MSV is complex in Eq. (9), so the minimum of MSV may be gained only by numerical optimization algorithm. The PatternSearch numerical optimization algorithm is recommended, and it can be called in Matlab. The flow diagram of optimization is showed in Fig. 3 . The optimization algorithm is iterated until the difference between the two iteration MSV or step size reach to set value. 
Numerical calculations and discussions
Two unit forces are acted at position of (0, /2) and ( /4, 3 /4). Total mass of DVA is 10 kg, damping coefficient is = 200 N/m, frequency range is 50 Hz to 200 Hz, and frequency interval is 1 Hz. The participation modal of cylindrical shell = 25, = 25 (converged). 
Cylindrical shell without DVA attached
MSV with different spring stiffness
The total MSV with different spring stiffness of DVA is analyzed, showed in Table1. The spring stiffness is equivalent to characteristic frequency by the formula / /2 . It is showed that the optimization stiffness is 2.37e5 N/m (characteristic frequency 147 Hz), and the total MSV is 1.56e-7 (m/s) 2 . In the Table 1 , the vibration reduction is about 2.4 dB-3.6 dB, so when the coordinates of DVAs and total mass are fixed, if only the spring stiffness is optimized, one cannot get the better vibration control effect. 
MSV with different total mass
Keep the stiffness 2.37e5 N/m constant, and change the total mass of DVA to analyze the influence of the total mass to total MSV, expressed in Table 2 . It is showed that the total MSV decreases as the total mass increase, but when the total mass excesses 15 kg, the total MSV is no obvious decrease. So, it is not wise to get more vibration reduction through sustaining to increase the total mass. 
MSV with spring stiffness and coordinates optimized for different DVAs arrangement
Keep the total mass 10 kg constant. The periodic arrangement schemes of DVAs are 6×6, 5×5, 4×4, 3×3, 2×2, and the results of both stiffness and coordinates optimized are showed in the Table 3 . Total MSV decreases at first, and then increases as the number of DVA decreases. So, for periodic DVA arrangement, the number of DVA should be moderate, cannot be more or less. For the 6×6 DVAs arrangement, if only the spring stiffness is optimized, the total MSV is 1.56e-7 (m/s)
Cylindrical shell with DVA non-periodical arrangement
For the DVA non-periodical arrangement, mass of each DVA is equal and equal to 10 kg/number of DVA. Stiffness, circumferential and radial coordinates of each DVA are optimized. The total MSV with different number of DVA is showed in Table 4 . With the increase of number of DVA, the total MSV of shell is decreased effectively, but when the number of DVA is greater than 4, the MSV decrease is no obvious. Comparing the Table 3 and Table 4 , it is showed that when the number of DVA is equal or greater than 3, the vibration reduction with DVA non-periodical arrangement is better than that of periodical arrangement.
Conclusions
1) The coupled equations of DVA-shell are established, and the optimization method of vibration reduction is recommended.
2) For DVAs attached to cylindrical shell periodically according to photonic crystals, the number of DVAs should be moderate, cannot be more or less.
3) The vibration reduction with DVA non-periodical arrangement attached to shell is better than that of periodical arrangement.
